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I. FARM FRESH
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“WHAT CAN I GET FOR YOU TODAY?”

I’m screaming into the drive-thru intercom, leaning 
over my father in the driver’s seat. My elbow pierces 
the center console as I’m twisting, straining: A Mexican
Pizza, please, for the nineteenth time. My father prefers

for me to place all drive-thru orders even though I’m
never the one driving. Even though I’ve never been proficient
at speaking, lacking eloquence & volume & certainty. Still,
he blames his Filipino accent, deems me a better bet,

& the least I can do is try. Plus a Baja Blast? A crackly
question. My twelve-year-old brother mentally threatens me
from the back seat when he shouldn’t— I can’t forget the
most quintessential of orders. Baja Blast Freeze, I try to yell,

my voice even more crackly than the employee’s as they
ring up our total. Now all I have left to worry about is whether
they’ll wonder why my pitiful attempts at vocal projection
don’t match my father’s face as he pulls up to the window.
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DRIVING LESSONS

 I glance in the rear-view mirror accidentally, glimpse
your petrified face, bracing. My mother’s knuckles
sinking into the ceiling. My brother scarfing down an
apathetic burger as he stares at evergreen trees.

 They say driving a car is like riding a bike, but the last
time I pedaled through the neighborhood, my knees
wept for a week. At the end of the summer, I will drive
this car into a stranger’s & gape as it bleeds gray-blue.
Don’t worry, you won’t see this happen.

 Sweat polishes the steering wheel, lets it shine. My sneaker
stutters over the gas, unsure. You are practically
shrieking at me with your lips in a line. If I listen too
intently, I’ll crash the passenger side mirror into a lovely
fish-shaped mailbox. We dip into the wrong lane.

 My mother mutters prayers as I pull into the driveway,
her fingers dancing over ghost-rosary beads. In the end,
I let her take a loop around the cul-de-sac to park
backward, the way she & my father always insist.
We hear her muttering through the cracked window.

 Your expression betrays you, still bracing as we sink our
heels into steady concrete. My brother leaves us
his wilted leftover fries, unbothered.



II. SEMISWEET
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THIRTY SECONDS BEFORE MY FATHER PICKS ME 
OFF THE FLOOR & ASKS IF I WANT A BURGER

when my left kneecap explodes at Walmart 
I mourn many things
the blueberries I had been reaching for
the suddenly lost purity of my just-washed jeans
my lifelong neglect of doctor-recommended physical activity

but mostly
I mourn my evaporated sense of self
as a nice lady tiptoes around my crumpled body 
smoothing a plastic smile over
my muffled unleashing of a secret arsenal of expletives

I cannot remember the rest 
only that I faint
not from the pain but from the most acute internal crisis 
my body has ever known for what good am I
if so easily side-stepped for lackluster fruit

?
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ONE OF THE MEANINGS OF MY NAME IS ‘HONOR’
 

throughout my blip 
of a lifetime
I’ve already told 
my parents
at least three different times 
that I’d like to be
some sort of writer 
so
you can imagine how great 
things are for me
at home
 
of course
we gush over
clever line enjambments 
the experimental
& work that doesn’t quite belong 
anywhere
at the kitchen table
as we share every meal 
&
I serenade
them with my newest 
yet
most effortlessly perfect verses 
right after
that
 
oh they love every 
second of it
& sing my golden brain 
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unending praises
in fluent French 
bien sûr
because that is simply 
the type of family
we are
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PRETZEL GIRL

 
the girl balancing a platter of soft pretzel samples
is kind enough to smile at me / even though all I can 
offer is / a salt-lipped grimace that I thought was
a smile / we’re sweating / her from the sun & the pretzels
/ me from the sun & the sheer effort of standing there / 
& grimace-smiling / & / & / & / & /
 
        you’re really pretty
/ I stutter-choke out / & we’re still standing & sweating 
& my face is probably twisting cherry red & flaking off
right in front of her pretzel samples / I’m about fourteen /
maybe fifteen / gummy caramel for brains / wearing 
skinny jeans / that will soon rip in the crotch /
but I still should’ve been smart enough to know something
about myself then /
 
     the pretzel girl knots a sweeter tune
over my pitiful half-laughter / & she really is really pretty
/ I wonder if she knew / she says / thank you
so much / & I melt away with the still-warm excuse / of 
the pretzel sample



III. SEA-SALTED
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SELF-PORTRAIT AS RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE
  

Imperfect hair eludes me 
even after the sixth day of 
my favorite pineapple cap.
 
I eat ten peaches in a minute 
without a second thought, then 
run tirelessly through the
 
rest of the afternoon. No one 
dares stop me, but neither my 
stomach nor my feet ever ache.
 
I swim without knowing how.
I drag couches across the floor
all by myself. Ghosts,
 
mythical sea creatures, &
talking animals are my best friends, 
so nothing scares me. I may
 
be immortal. Even the worst stings 
never fail to calm the next 
morning. But I’ve grown careless:
 
I’ve stopped taking my shoes off
in the house—I’ve even worn them 
to bed. Don’t write my mom!
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SUNRISE ON NEW HORIZONS
  

five a.m. fog breaks
for seafoam skies. I teardrop 
across dewy grass.
 
 
with neighbors asleep,
my kalimba steps shapeshift 
into pearl softness.
 
 
I airplane, weightless— 
sand underfoot & summer 
shells ocean-gleaming.
 
 
kindest good mornings,
a honeyed tongue unneeded. 
amber love comes free. 



IV. HOMEBAKED
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EARLY CHILDHOOD IN EIGHT HAIKU
 
 
at first confession,
I wish my favorite priest a 
happy Valentine’s.
 
Lola scolds me for
repeating a word that sounds 
like poinsettia.
 
I tell my mother
I love her after puking, 
fearing a flu-death.
 
childhood friend cowers in 
the kitchen under a gold-
framed Jesus Christ.
 
my father turns his
head last minute, evading 
a pitiful kiss.
 
pink bike disappears
from beneath me, and I laugh 
through red-weeping knees.
 
counting my fingers
on the playground, I create 
a make-believe game.
 
I eat hospital
scrambled eggs and wait for a 
new friend to arrive.
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PANADERYA
 
 
My cousins return home, their skin warm 
with San Diego sun. When they present us
 
with pandesal & mamon & ube ensaymada, 
my mother reverently freezes half, half-
 
hoping I will forget once the ice creeps in, 
or at least remember which ones she loves
 
most. (Ube, always.) She’ll savor the sweetness 
yet lament that homebaked is always unbeaten.
 
I wish I could agree, but I can’t remember 
what home tastes like anymore. My father
 
recounts his childhood in the bakery when I 
foolishly question if breadcrumbs are necessary
 
for making pandesal. He laughs belly laughter:
well—that’s what makes it pandesal. So I research
 
recipes & dream of joining my cousins in San 
Diego. For now, that is as close as I can get.
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